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Take your pick from this week’s
top 12 mortgage deals

Alison Cork, from HomesAnd
Bargains.co.uk, has put
together a series of offers
especially for Post readers.

Livingbargains
● Win conservatory blinds
● Thomas Sanderson is offering
readers the chance to win £1,500
worth of conservatory blinds. The
beautiful handcrafted blinds will
transform your room into a living
space that can be enjoyed all year
round, plus all entrants receive a
£250 voucher (on orders over
£1,000) to use when purchasing
Thomas Sanderson conservatory
blinds. For more information, visit
www.thomas-sanderson.co.uk.
To enter online and for terms
and conditions visit homesand
bargains.co.uk/comps.
Closes July 11. T&Cs apply

● TCH
● Shed some chic light on
your kitchen or dining area
with The Contemporary
Home’s Large Quayside
pendant lights. Normally
£89.99, readers save an
exclusive 15 per cent off,
reducing each to £76.49.
Perfect for country,
coastal or contemporary
settings, the lights are
made to order in the UK
and come in red, black,
metal and cream. Each is
31cm in diameter and
28cm in height, with a 1m flex and ceiling rose in a matching colour. Visit
tch.net and quote MQUAYSIDE to claim the discount. Offer ends July 18.

from www.thisismoney.co.uk

The office
design
reflects the
octagonal
central patio
and consists
of a main
central
workspace
with two
smaller
“wings” for
storage

FIXED
Lender

The
reclaimed
tile roof
and stained
glass
windows
combine
with rough
sawn
cladding
to give a
natural feel

The water
flows both
sides of a
triangular
island step
which gives
access to
the central
patio from
the lower
decking
area near
the house

By way of
a slender
timber
bridge,
a feeling
of calm
detachment
from the
main garden
is created

● Pots & Pithoi
● Add character to your
garden or patio with Pots
and Pithoi’s terracotta
pots. Readers are offered
a 20 per cent discount
when spending £100 or
more. The rustic planters
are perfect for displaying
garden blooms, while the
large Mediterranean-style
vessels look striking left
unfilled. All pots have
been hand thrown and
fired at high temperatures,
making them strong
enough to withstand the harshest winters. A range of sizes is available. Visit
potsandpithoi.com or call 01342 714 793 and quote T003 before July 31.

● Put some Moroccan magic into your
sitting room or bedroom with this Fez
white Moroccan leather pouffe.
Normally £139, Decoholic has sourced
it exclusively for readers for just £69.
The online retailer spots must-have
designs and tracks them back to the
manufacturer – avoiding traditional
retail overheads to slash prices.
Made entirely by hand, this pouffe was
from a souk in Marrakech’s medina
quarter and measures 50cm wide and
28cm high. Only 55 are available.
Call 0203 137 2464 and quote FEZ
or visit decoholic.co.uk/fez. Delivery is
£6 and is within 10 days.

Now that’s what I call
A one-man business can be run from home, but
rather than sacrifice the spare room, Tom Phillips, from
Bristol- based All Garden Design, suggests a garden office

T

HERE has been a significant rise in the
number of people
working from home
over the last decade.
Whether it’s an alternative to office
work, or running a business from
home, the kitchen table is not a
realistic solution.
A spare room is a better alternative, but for homes without this
option a garden office is a good way
forward.

Livingoutside
The big advantage of a garden
office space is its detachment from
the house. Being able to leave your
home to get to your workplace is a
habit hardwired into our psychology.
Even the short walk to the bottom of the garden helps differentiate home from work. A phone line

can be set up and a wi-fi unit can
provide internet access.
In this garden, the office takes up
a shady corner. This leaves the
sunny side of the garden for the
main seating area.
The office design reflects the octagonal central patio and consists
of a main central workspace with

a short commute!
two smaller “wings” for storage.
Because it faces north, the rear
roof pitch is glazed to let sunlight
in. The reclaimed tile roof and
stained glass windows combine
with rough sawn cladding to give a
natural feel to the front facade.
Meanwhile, the timber frame allows for the inclusion of insulation
and internal cladding incorporates power points and phone lines.
We designed a pond in front of
the office, which brings water
right up to the front doors and, by
way of a slender timber bridge, a
feeling of calm detachment from
the main garden is created.
A small clay water spout sends
water along a narrow rill running

around the central paved octagon
which spills into a triangular pool
close to the main decking area.
The water flows both sides of a
triangular island step which gives
access to the central patio from the
lower decking area near the house.
The result is a calm, well-lit space
which can be open to the garden
during the summer months and, if
insulated, can provide a cosy
winter bolt hole. It’s even possible
to include a wood-burning stove.
If well designed, a space to work
in the garden can be minimal. In
this second garden, the workspace
has been created within an area of
2m x 2m and replaced an old shrub
which was struggling for light.

An office by day, its hinged desk
and folding chairs can be tidied
away later in the day to create a
summerhouse.
The windows are reclaimed Victorian sashes which have been rehung with swivel hinges and sash
cord counterweights to give ample
ventilation as well as opening up
the space to the garden. In this
case, light has been let in through
a central roof lantern as well as
triangular lights which catch the
morning and evening sun.

● Contact Tom at All Garden
Designs, on 0117 951 1923,
or 07739 456765, or visit
www.allgardendesigns.co.uk.

Scheme
type

Initial
rate

Subs.
rate

Overall Min
cost
dep.

Fee

RBS

Fixed until
31/07/14

3.49% 4.00%

4.0%

40%

£0

Nat West

Fixed until
31/07/14

3.49% 4.00%

4.0%

40%

£0

HSBC

Fixed until
30/09/14

3.59% 3.94%

4.0%

30%

£0

Woolwich

Fixed until
30/09/14

3.74% 3.89%

4.0%

30%

£0

RBS

Fixed until
31/07/14

3.89% 4.00%

4.1%

25%

£0

Nat West

Fixed until
31/07/14

3.19% 4.00%

4.1%

40%

£999

HSBC

Fixed until
30/09/14

3.29% 3.94%

4.0%

30%

£599

Nat West

Fixed until
31/07/14

3.29% 4.00%

4.0%

40%

£999

First Direct

Fixed for
two years

3.79% 3.69%

3.8%

35%

£0

Northern
Rock

Fixed until
01/11/14

3.69% 4.79%

4.7%

30%

£99

Nationwide

Fixed for
two years

3.79% 3.99%

4.1%

40%

£99

Woolwich

Fixed until
30/09/14

3.99% 3.89%

4.0%

20%

£0

Initial
rate

Overall Min
cost
dep.

Fee

VARIABLE
Lender

Scheme
type

Subs.
rate

HSBC

2.14% above 2.64% 2.64%
base for term

2.8%

40%

£999

HSBC

1.15% disc.
for two years

2.79% 3.94%

3.8%

40%

£0

HSBC

2.49% above 2.99% 2.99%
base for term

3.0%

40%

£0

HSBC

1.45% disc.
for two years

2.49% 3.94%

3.8%

40%

£499

HSBC

2.49% above 2.99% 2.99%
base for term

3.1%

30%

£599

Leeds

2.49% disc.
for two years

3.20% 5.69%

5.5%

25%

£199

Yorkshire

2.79% above 3.29% 4.99%
until 30/09/15

4.7%

25%

£295

Norwich and
Peterborough

2.74% above 3.24% 4.99%
for three years

4.7%

25%

£795

Clydesdale
Bank

1.76% disc.
3.19% 4.95%
until 31/08/14

4.8%

25%

£999

Leeds

2.84% disc.
for two years

2.85% 5.69%

5.5%

25%

£999

Leeds

2.74% disc.
for two years

2.95% 5.69%

5.6%

35%

£999

Norwich and
Peterborough

2.64% above 3.14% 4.99%
for two years

4.8%

25%

£795
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● Decoholic
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